certain amount of due to States and certification thereof to Secretary of the Treasury, was transferred to section 49f of Title 29.


Section 1912, act Aug. 11, 1939, ch. 693, 53 Stat. 1409, which related to transfer to States of property used by United States Employment Service, was transferred to section 49e–1 of Title 29.

Section 1913, acts July 26, 1946, ch. 672, title I, §101, 60 Stat. 684; June 16, 1948, ch. 472, title I, §101, 62 Stat. 446, which related to Federal employee in State and local employment service and their conditions of service, was transferred to section 49e–2 of Title 29 and subsequently omitted from the Code.

Section 1914, act July 26, 1946, ch. 672, title I, §101, 60 Stat. 685, which related to refund of contributions to Federal Retirement System, was transferred to section 49e–3 of Title 29 and was repealed.

Section 1915, acts July 26, 1946, ch. 672, title I, §101, 60 Stat. 685; July 8, 1947, ch. 210, title I, §101, 61 Stat. 263; June 16, 1948, ch. 472, title I, §101, 62 Stat. 446, which related to establishment and maintenance of personnel standards on merit basis, was transferred to section 49e–4 of Title 29 and subsequently omitted from the Code.


Section 1917, act June 16, 1948, ch. 472, title I, §101, 62 Stat. 445, which related to refund of contributions to Federal Retirement System, was transferred to section 49e–6 of Title 29 and was repealed.

Section 1918, acts July 26, 1946, ch. 472, title I, §101, 62 Stat. 445, which related to payment to States for administrative expenses, was transferred to section 49m of Title 29 and subsequently omitted from the Code.

Section 1919, act Aug. 3, 1956, ch. 520, §1, 64 Stat. 397.


CHAPTER 18—YOUTH MEDALS

Sec. 1921. Establishment of medals for bravery; rules and regulations; conditions governing awards.

1922. Establishment of medals for character and service; condition governing awards.

1923. Names of medals; presentation.

1924. Certificate of commendation accompanying awards; limitation on number of yearly awards.

1925. Omitted.

1926. Authorization of appropriations.

§ 1921. Establishment of medals for bravery; rules and regulations; conditions governing awards

The Department of Justice be, and it is, authorized and directed to promulgate rules and regulations establishing a medal; the method of selecting such recipient thereof so that an award shall be made to any child residing in the United States, who is eighteen years old or under, who has exhibited exceptional courage, extraordinary decision, presence of mind, and unusual swiftness of action, regardless of his or her own personal safety, in an effort to save or successfully saving the life or lives of any person or persons whose life or lives were in actual imminent danger.

(Aug. 3, 1956, ch. 520, §1, 64 Stat. 397.)

§ 1922. Establishment of medals for character and service; condition governing awards

The Department of Justice shall also honor by an appropriate medal such American boy or girl citizens, eighteen years old or under, who, in the opinion of the said Department of Justice, shall have achieved outstanding or unusual recognition for character and service during any given year.

(Aug. 3, 1956, ch. 520, §2, 64 Stat. 397.)

§ 1923. Names of medals; presentation

The medal to be awarded for bravery or valor as defined in section 1921 of this title shall be known as the Young American Medal for Bravery, while the medal for outstanding character and service as defined in section 1922 of this title shall be known as the Young American Medal for Service, and such medals shall be presented personally by the President of the United States for and on behalf, and in the name of the President and the Congress of the United States of America.

(Aug. 3, 1956, ch. 520, §3, 64 Stat. 398.)

§ 1924. Certificate of commendation accompanying awards; limitation on number of yearly awards

Accompanying such medals designated in this chapter there shall be an appropriate certificate of commendation presented to the recipient or recipients stating (a) the circumstances under which the act of bravery was performed, and (b) citing the outstanding recognition for character and service: Provided, That shall not be awarded in any one calendar year in excess of four such medals, to wit, two for bravery and two for character and service, as herein authorized.

(Aug. 3, 1956, ch. 520, §4, 64 Stat. 398.)

§ 1925. Omitted

CODIFICATION

Section, Aug. 3, 1956, ch. 520, §5, 64 Stat. 398, which required the Department of Justice to submit an annual report furnishing a list of the names of all those upon whom the President has conferred either the Young American Medal for Bravery or the Young American Medal for Service, terminated, effective May 1, 2000, pursuant to section 3003 of Pub. L. 104–66, as amended.
set out as a note under section 1113 of Title 31, Money and Finance. See, also, item 6 on page 117 of House Document No. 103-7.

§ 1926. Authorization of appropriations 
It shall also be the duty of the Department of Justice to list in its annual budget request the sum of money necessary to carry out the provisions of this chapter, which sum is authorized in a sum not to exceed $5,000 per annum. 
(Aug. 3, 1950, ch. 520, § 6, 64 Stat. 396.)

CHAPTER 19—SALINE AND SALT WATERS 

SUBCHAPTER I—SALINE WATER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Section 1951, acts July 3, 1952, ch. 568, § 1, 66 Stat. 338; Sept. 22, 1961, Pub. L. 87-295, § 1, 75 Stat. 628, stated Congressional policy on conversion of sea and saline waters and defined “saline water” and “United States”. See sections 1959a and 1959g(b) and (d) of this title.
Section 1952, acts July 3, 1952, ch. 568, § 2, 66 Stat. 338; June 29, 1955, ch. 227, § 11(1), 69 Stat. 198; Sept. 22, 1961, Pub. L. 87-295, § 1, 75 Stat. 628; Aug. 11, 1963, Pub. L. 88-189, § 11(1), 79 Stat. 509; June 24, 1967, Pub. L. 90-90, § 1(b)-(d), 81 Stat. 78, prescribed duties of Secretary of the Interior relating to (a) research and studies for development of processes and methods for converting saline water; (b) research and technical development work for developing processes and plant designs; reports to Congress; and treatment of demonstration projects as test beds; (c) recommendations to Congress for prototype plant; (d) methods for recovery and marketing of byproducts; and (e) economic studies and surveys on water production costs. See sections 1959a and 1959h(b) of this title.

SUBCHAPTER II—SALINE WATER DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM

§§ 1958a to 1958g. Omitted
CODIFICATION
Section 1958a, Pub. L. 85-883, § 1, Sept. 2, 1958, 72 Stat. 1767, which related to demonstration plants for production of consumptive water from saline water, was omitted pursuant to section 1958d of this title.
Section 1958b, Pub. L. 85-883, § 2, Sept. 2, 1958, 72 Stat. 1707, which related to contracts for construction, conversion, and maintenance of demonstration plants, was omitted pursuant to section 1958d of this title.
Section 1958c, Pub. L. 85-883, § 3, Sept. 2, 1958, 72 Stat. 1707, which related to acceptance of assistance from State and public agencies, and contracts for such assistance and its use, was omitted pursuant to section 1958d of this title.
Section 1958e, Pub. L. 85-883, § 5, Sept. 2, 1958, 72 Stat. 1708, which related to additional powers of the Secretary, was omitted pursuant to section 1958d of this title.
Section 1958f, Pub. L. 85-883, § 6, Sept. 2, 1958, 72 Stat. 1708, which related to contracts for construction, materials, and supplies, was omitted pursuant to section 1958d of this title.
Section 1958g, Pub. L. 85-883, § 7, Sept. 2, 1958, 72 Stat. 1708, which related to authorization of appropriations, was omitted pursuant to section 1958d of this title.

SUBCHAPTER III—SALINE WATER CONVERSION PROGRAM

Section 1959b, Pub. L. 92-60, § 4, July 29, 1971, 85 Stat. 160, set out additional duties of Secretary of the Interior in area of conversion of saline water, such as conducting preliminary investigations, exploring potential cooperative agreements, reporting to the President and Congress, utilizing Federal agencies’ expertise and accepting financial assistance from State and other public agencies. See section 7833 of this title.
Section 1959d, Pub. L. 92-60, § 6, July 29, 1971, 85 Stat. 161, provided for coordination of saline water conversion activities with Department of Defense, cooperation of Secretary of the Interior’s activities with the Environmental Protection Agency and other Federal agencies, availability of research information and developments, continued validity of patent rights, publication of rules in the Federal Register, disposal of water and byproducts, dispositions of moneys and non-alteration of existing water ownership and control laws. See sections 7871(a) and 7879 of this title.
Section 1959f, Pub. L. 92-60, § 8, July 29, 1971, 85 Stat. 162, required Secretary of the Interior to submit a report to the President and Congress. See section 7880 of this title.
Section 1959g, Pub. L. 92-60, § 9, July 29, 1971, 85 Stat. 162, defined terms used in this chapter. See section 7835 of this title.

SHORT TITLE
Pub. L. 92-60, § 1, July 29, 1971, 85 Stat. 159, which provided that Pub. L. 92-60, which enacted sections 1959 to